CASE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

COMOTO’S CHALLENGE

From retail to warehousing to logistics, an increasing
number of industries rely on handheld mobile devices to
empower employees to perform their job functions. A
recent Samsung report, authored by Oxford Economics,
found that nearly 80% of IT executives said employees
cannot do their jobs effectively without a mobile device,
and three-quarters said mobile devices were “essential”
to workflows.

Comoto was spending numerous payroll hours each day
managing the storage and distribution of handheld
employee devices through highly manual processes.
Despite their best efforts, they still faced persistent
operational headaches:

However, solutions to effectively manage
company-owned devices in the workplace are few and
far between. With some businesses stocking hundreds
of devices but no systematic way to manage them, new
problems have emerged: lost or stolen devices, wasted
employee and manager time, suboptimal device
functionality, and needless overstock.
This case study highlights the impact of ARC™ at one of
Comoto’s eCommerce distribution centers, where
employees use Samsung devices to scan products for
shipping and receiving. Comoto is America’s largest
aftermarket retailer serving motorcycle enthusiasts.

THE ARC™ SOLUTION
ARC™ is a mobile device management system created
by ChargeItSpot, the leading provider of phone charging
stations for retailers and public venues. The ARC™ locker
system consists of a self-service touchscreen kiosk, with
expandable modular locker banks and a cloud-based
management platform. ARC™ is programmed to release
the mobile device with the most charge, alert managers
when a device has not been returned, and allow
employees to flag damaged devices so they don’t go
back into circulation and can be repaired.
By installing ARC™ locker systems in warehouses,
distribution centers, and retail stores, companies can
minimize loss and theft of their employee’s mobile
devices and optimize productivity and time
management by ensuring that devices are always fully
charged and operating with full functionality.
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⊲ Shrink: 25% annually

Despite their systems, Comoto’s inventory of available
devices continued to decrease, whether due to theft,
loss, or breakage. There was no visibility into the
number of operational devices in stock, leading to
device shortages as well as increased spend on
excessive overstock devices.

⊲ Wasted Manager Time: 1.1 hours per day

On an average work day, Comoto’s managers facilitated
approximately 120 interactions with employees for
routine distribution and collection of devices.

⊲ Wasted Employee Time: 1.6 hours per day

Employees often waited in long queues to obtain and
return their devices from/to managers.

⊲ Swap Outs: 1.5 hours per day

Managers could not keep faulty devices (or those with
insufficient battery) out of circulation. Employees often
had to temporarily abandon their work duties in order to
locate a manager and swap out a bad device.

⊲ Impediment to Investment:

Comoto’s Operations Manager considered investing in
expensive, higher-performance devices to create
meaningful productivity gains at the warehouse. In light
of the excessive shrink with the existing system, he
ultimately judged it unwise to make an investment in
these more costly but productivity-yielding devices.
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RESULTS
The ARC™ device managament solution made drastic improvements on Comoto’s device and managament issues:

METRIC

PRE ARC™

POST ARC™

CHANGE

Shrink

25%

1%*

96% Reduction

Routine Device Oversight

1 Hour, 8 Minutes

2 Minutes

97% Reduction

Device Pickup & Return

1 Hour, 33 Minutes

17 Minutes

82% Reduction

Swap Out Time

1 Hour, 30 Minutes

30 Minutes

67% Reduction

(Device Lost/Theft)

(Manager Time, Daily)

(Employee Time, Daily)

(Employee and Manager Time, Daily)

*Observed shrink during this study was 0%, but 1% has been used to account for loss that may occur.

CONCLUSION
Based on the results observed at Comoto, the following calculations show the estimated annual benefits that ARC™ brings clients:

SHRINK

POST ARC™

Daily Minutes Spent
Managing Devices

68

2

Annual Hours Spent
Managing Devices

414

12

$1,200

Average Hourly Rate

$34

$34

$1,200

Annual Loss

$14,065

$414

POST ARC™

# Devices per Location

100

100

Annual Devices Shrink %

25%

1%*

$1,200
$30,000

Cost per Device
Annual Loss

EMPLOYEE CHECK
IN/OUT TIME

PRE ARC™

POST ARC™

Daily Minutes Spent
Managing Devices

90

30

103

Annual Hours Spent
Managing Devices

548

183

$19

$19

Average Hourly Rate
(Mgr./Emp. Weighted Average)

$24

$24

$10,749

$1,965

$13,140

$4,380

PRE ARC™

POST ARC™

Daily Minutes Spent
Managing Devices

93

17

Annual Hours Spent
Managing Devices

566

Average Hourly Rate

Annual Loss

$8,784

Annual Savings

$13,651

Annual Savings

$28,800

Annual Savings

MANAGER CHECK
IN / OUT TIME

PRE ARC™

PRE ARC™

SWAP OUT TIME

Annual Loss
Annual Savings

$8,760

TOTAL ANNUAL SAVINGS PER LOCATION:

$59,995

*Observed shrink during this study was 0%, but 1% has been used to account for loss that may occur.
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